Schreiner ProSecure, a Competence Center of Schreiner Group, is a consultant, development partner and systems supplier of ground-breaking technical solutions for the protection of products and documents.

The team of experts at Schreiner ProSecure develops innovative security technologies and systems solutions for reliable and efficient Tamper Evidence, Authentication and Digital Identification of products and documents. Digital identification combines recognition and authentication via the internet or smartphone with other database-supported services.

With its participation in standardization committees and industry associations, and networking with legislators and opinion leaders, Schreiner ProSecure actively contributes to ensuring a secure future.
Based on our corporate values, the Competence Center develops functional security solutions. We will explore your requirements, advise you and develop a customized security solution from the requirements specifications through to the production stage.

- **Innovation:** We develop innovative technologies for superior and reliable tamper evidence and authenticity protection as well as digital identification.

- **Performance:** We offer expert knowledge, methodological expertise and a comprehensively equipped measurement and test laboratory.

- **Quality:** Holistic thinking and practices—our management system meets the most exacting quality and security standards.

- **Enthusiasm:** Be inspired by our marking solutions. In the context of Industry 4.0 we are upgrading our digital solutions by new mobile value-added services.

---

**Selected Certifications**

[Logos of various certifications are shown here.]
Tamper Evidence

- Cut-through indicator effect
- Fiber-tear effect
- Void effect

Authentication

- ShiftSecure
- Color-shifting ink
- LaserHighSecure

Digital Identification

- Holograms with KeySecure code
- BitSecure mobile authentication
- Database-supported services
Schreiner ProSecure develops innovative security technologies to protect products, strengthen brands and preserve assets.

**Tamper Evidence**
Closing seals, tamper-proof housing seals or official stickers—technologies by Schreiner ProSecure provide efficient protection against unauthorized opening, fraudulent removal or illegal relabeling.

**Authentication**
Integrated anti-counterfeiting technologies immediately indicate to consumers that products or documents are genuine. Machines or experts can authenticate products in a reliable and automated way.

**Digital Identification**
Numbering and encrypted codes enable clear traceability and provide unique proof of identity. New digital, mostly smartphone-based services offer supplementary information and value-added services for product use, marketing and maintenance.